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I. Introduction
Continuous casting is used to solidify most of the 750 million tons of steel produced in the world
every year. Like most commercial processes, continuous casting involves many complex
interacting phenomena. Most previous advances have been based on empirical knowledge
gained from experimentation with the process. To further optimize the design and improve the
continuous casting process, mathematical models are becoming increasingly powerful tools to
gain additional quantitative insight. The best models for this purpose are mechanistic models
based on the fundamental laws and phenomena which govern the process, because they are more
reliably extended beyond the range of data used to calibrate them.
This chapter first presents an overview of the many interacting phenomena that occur during the
continuous casting of steel. It then reviews some of the advanced mechanistic models of these
phenomena and provides a few examples of the information and insights gained from them.
These model applications focus on the mold region, where many continuous casting defects are
generated.
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II. Process Description
In the continuous casting process, pictured in Figure 1, molten steel flows from a ladle, through a
tundish into the mold. It should be protected from exposure to air by a slag cover over each
vessel and by ceramic nozzles between vessels. Once in the mold, the molten steel freezes
against the water-cooled copper mold walls to form a solid shell. Drive rolls lower in the
machine continuously withdraw the shell from the mold at a rate or “casting speed” that matches
the flow of incoming metal, so the process ideally runs in steady state. Below mold exit, the
solidifying steel shell acts as a container to support the remaining liquid. Rolls support the steel
to minimize bulging due to the ferrostatic pressure. Water and air mist sprays cool the surface of
the strand between rolls to maintain its surface temperature until the molten core is solid. After
the center is completely solid (at the “metallurgical length”) the strand can be torch cut into slabs.

III. Basic Phenomena
Some of the important phenomena which govern the continuous casting process and determine
the quality of the product are illustrated in Figure 2. Steel flows into the mold through ports in
the submerged entry nozzle, which is usually bifurcated. The high velocities produce Reynolds
numbers exceeding 100,000 and fully-turbulent behavior.
Argon gas is injected into the nozzle to prevent clogging. The resulting bubbles provide
buoyancy that greatly affects the flow pattern, both in the nozzle and in the mold. They also
collect inclusions and may become entrapped in the solidifying shell, leading to serious surface
defects in the final product.
The jet leaving the nozzle flows across the mold and impinges against the shell solidifying at the
narrow face. The jet carries superheat, which can erode the shell where it impinges on locally
thin regions. In the extreme, this may cause a costly breakout, where molten steel bursts through
the shell.
Typically, the jet impinging on the narrow face splits to flow upwards towards the top free
surface and downwards toward the interior of the strand. Flow recirculation zones are created
above and below each jet. This flow pattern changes radically with increasing argon injection
rate or with the application of electromagnetic forces, which can either brake or stir the liquid.
The flow pattern can fluctuate with time, leading to defects, so transient behavior is important.
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Liquid flow along the top free surface of the mold is very important to steel quality. The
horizontal velocity along the interface induces flow and controls heat transfer in the liquid and
solid flux layers, which float on the top free surface. Inadequate liquid flux coverage leads to
nonuniform initial solidification and a variety of surface defects.
If the horizontal surface velocity is too large, the shear flow and possible accompanying vortices
may entrain liquid flux into the steel. This phenomenon depends greatly on the compositiondependent surface tension of the interface and possible presence of gas bubbles, which collect at
the interface and may even create a foam [1]. The flux globules then circulate with the steel flow
and may later be entrapped into the solidifying shell lower in the caster to form internal solid
inclusions.
The vertical momentum of the steel jet lifts up the interface where it impinges the top free
surface. This typically raises the narrow face meniscus, and creates a variation in interface level,
or “standing wave”, across the mold width. The liquid flux layer tends to become thinner at the
high points, with detrimental consequences.
Transient fluctuations in the flow cause time-variations in the interface level which lead to
surface defects such as entrapped mold powder. These level fluctuations may be caused by
random turbulent motion, or changes in operating conditions, such as the sudden release of a
nozzle clog or large gas bubbles.
The molten steel contains solid inclusions, such as alumina. These particles have various shapes
and sizes and move through the flow field while colliding to form larger clusters and may attach
to bubbles. They either circulate up into the mold flux at the top surface, or are entrapped in the
solidifying shell to form embrittling internal defects in the final product.
Mold powder is added to the top surface to provide thermal and chemical insulation for the
molten steel. This oxide-based powder sinters and melts into the top liquid layer that floats on
the top free interface of the steel. The melting rate of the powder and the ability of the molten
flux to flow and to absorb detrimental alumina inclusions from the steel depends on its
composition, governed by time-dependent thermodynamics. Some liquid flux resolidifies against
the cold mold wall, creating a solid flux rim which inhibits heat transfer at the meniscus. Other
flux is consumed into the gap between the shall and mold by the downward motion of the steel
shell, where it encourages uniform heat transfer and helps to prevent sticking.
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Periodic oscillation of the mold is needed to prevent sticking of the solidifying shell to the mold
walls, and to encourage uniform infiltration of the mold flux into the gap. This oscillation affects
the level fluctuations and associated defects. It also creates periodic depressions in the shell
surface, called “oscillation marks”, which affect heat transfer and act as initiation sites for cracks.
Initial solidification occurs at the meniscus and is responsible for the surface quality of the final
product. It depends on the time-dependent shape of the meniscus, liquid flux infiltration into the
gap, local superheat contained in the flowing steel, conduction of heat through the mold, liquid
mold flux and resolidified flux rim, and latent heat evolution. Heat flow is complicated by
thermal stresses which bend the shell to create contact resistance, and nucleation undercooling,
which accompanies the rapid solidification and controls the initial microstructure.
Further solidification is governed mainly by conduction and radiation across the interfacial gap
between the solidifying steel shell and the mold. This gap consists mainly of mold flux layers,
which move down the mold at different speeds. It is greatly affected by contact resistances,
which depend on the flux properties and shrinkage and bending of the steel shell, which may
create an air gap. The gap size is controlled by the amount of taper of the mold walls, which is
altered by thermal distortion. In addition to controlling shell growth, these phenomena are
important to crack formation in the mold due to thermal stress and mold friction, which increases
below the point where the flux becomes totally solid.
As solidification progresses, microsegregation of alloying elements occurs between the dendrites
as they grow outward to form columnar grains. The rejected solute lowers the local solidification
temperature, leaving a thin layer of liquid steel along the grain boundaries, which may later form
embrittling precipitates. When liquid feeding cannot compensate for the shrinkage due to
solidification, thermal contraction, phase transformations, and mechanical forces, then tensile
stresses are generated. When the tensile stresses concentrated on the liquid films are high
enough to nucleate an interface from the dissolved gases, then a crack will form.
After the shell exits the mold and moves between successive rolls in the spray zones, it is subject
to large surface temperature fluctuations, which cause phase transformations and other
microstructural changes that affect its strength and ductility. It also experiences thermal strain
and mechanical forces due to ferrostatic pressure, withdrawal, friction against rolls, bending and
unbending. These lead to complex internal stress profiles which cause creep and deformation of
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the shell. This may lead to further depressions on the strand surface, crack formation and
propagation.
Lower in the caster, fluid flow is driven by thermal and solutal buoyancy effects, caused by
density differences between the different compositions created by the microsegregation. This
flow leads to macrosegregation and associated defects, such as centerline porosity, cracks, and
undesired property variations. Macrosegregation is complicated by the nucleation of relatively
pure crystals, which move in the melt and form equiaxed grains that collect near the centerline.
Large composition differences through the thickness and along the length of the final product can
also arise due to intermixing after a change in steel grade. This is governed by transient mass
transport in the tundish and liquid portion of the strand.

IV. Model Formulation
Mathematical models are being applied to quantify and investigate interactions between these
phenomena as a function of the controllable process parameters. Mechanistic models are based
on satisfying the laws of conservation of heat, mass, force and momentum in an appropriate
domain with appropriate boundary conditions. Each phenomenon considered is represented by
term(s) in these governing equations. The equations are discretized using finite difference or
finite element methods and are solved numerically with computers, which are becoming
increasingly fast and affordable. Because of the overwhelming complexity, no model can include
all of the phenomena at once. An essential aspect of successful model development is the
selection of the key phenomena and the making of reasonable assumptions.

V. Flow through the Submerged Entry Nozzle
The geometry and position of the Submerged Entry Nozzle (SEN) are easy and inexpensive to
change. These design variables have a critical influence on steel quality through their effect on
the flow pattern in the mold. Fluid velocities in the nozzle have been calculated by solving the
three-dimensional Navier Stokes equations for mass and momentum balance [2]. Turbulence is
modeled by solving two additional partial differential equations for the turbulent kinetic energy,
K (m2/s2) and the rate of turbulence dissipation, ε (m2/s3) and focusing on the time-averaged
flow pattern.
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Flow through the SEN is gravity driven by the pressure difference between the liquid levels of
the tundish and the mold top free surfaces. This is generally not modeled, as the inlet velocity to
the SEN is simply imposed based on the casting speed of interest. In practice, the flow rate is
further controlled by other means which strive to maintain a constant liquid level in the mold. In
one method, a “stopper rod” extends down through the tundish to partially plug the exit. In
another method, a “slide gate” blocks off a portion of the SEN pipe section by moving a diskshaped plate through a horizontal slit across the entire SEN. These flow-control devices strongly
influence the flow pattern in the nozzle and beyond, so should be modeled.
Figure 3 shows a typical time-averaged flow pattern calculated in a 50% open slide gate
system [3] using the finite difference program, FLUENT [4]. Multiphase flow effects, caused by
the injection of argon gas in the upper tundish well just above the slide gate, were modeled by
solving additional transport equations for the gas phase. Velocity vectors on the left and
corresponding gas bubble fraction on the right show that gas collects in at least 5 different
recirculation zones. The largest regions form in the cavity created by the slide gate, and just
below the slide gate. Gas also collects in the corners above the slide gate and in the upper
portion of oversized nozzle exit ports. In each of these zones, steel flow is minimal so gas
bubbles tend to collect, leading to large bubble fractions in these regions. These bubbles might
collide to form large pockets of gas. If large gas pockets are entrained into the downward
flowing steel, they may cause detrimental sudden changes in flow pattern, such as “annular
flow” [5]. The slide gate also creates significant asymmetry. In single phase flow with a 75%
closed slide gate, twice as much fluid exits the port opposite the gate opening and with a
shallower jet angle [6]. The random nature of gas bubbles diminishes this asymmetry (assuming
annular flow does not occur).
Figure 4 shows a close-up of steady flow near a nozzle port [7]. One quarter of the nozzle is
modeled using the finite element program, FIDAP, [8] by assuming two-fold symmetry. Flow
exits only the bottom portion of the nozzle port, due to the oversized area of the port (90 x 60
mm) relative to the nozzle bore (76 mm diameter). This creates stagnant recirculating flow in the
upper portion of the ports, where gas collects and alumina particles can attach to form clogs.
Figure 3 also shows that the jet’s momentum causes it to exit at a steeper downward angle than
machined into the bottom edge of the ceramic nozzle port. This particular jet exits at a
downward angle of 10˚, even though its nozzle has ports angled 15˚ upward.
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The view looking into the nozzle (4b) reveals swirling flow with two recirculation zones
spiraling outward from each port. Due to flow instabilities, one of these zones usually grows to
dominate the entire port, leading to swirl in a particular direction. The swirl is stronger for
larger, upward angled nozzles, and with a 90˚ aligned slide gate (which moves perpendicular to
the direction pictured in Figure 3). After a jet with a single swirl direction enters the mold cavity,
it deflects towards one of the wide faces, leading to asymmetric flow.
This model has been validated with experimental measurements [2] and applied to investigate the
effects of nozzle design parameters, such as the shape, height, width, thickness and angles of the
ports, on the jet leaving the nozzle [6]. This jet is characterized by its average speed, direction,
spread angle, swirl, turbulence intensity, dissipation rate, ε, and degree of symmetry. These
conditions can be used as input to a model of flow in the mold.

VI. Fluid Flow in the Mold
Due to its essentially turbulent nature, many important aspects of flow in continuous casting are
transient and difficult to control. However, the time-averaged flow pattern in the mold is greatly
influenced by the nozzle geometry, submergence depth, mold dimensions, argon injection rate,
and electromagnetic forces.

A. Effect of Argon Gas Injection
One of the important factors controlling flow in the mold is the amount of argon injected into the
nozzle to control clogging [9]. Because the injected gas heats quickly to steel temperature and
expands, the volume fraction of gas bubbles becomes significant. Those bubbles which are
swept down the nozzle into the mold cavity create a strong upward force on the steel jet flowing
from the nozzle, owing to their buoyancy. A few models have been applied to simulate this
complex flow behavior [9, 10].
Figure 5 shows two flow patterns in the upper region of a 220 x 1320 mm mold for 1 m/min
casting speed, calculated using a 3-D finite-difference turbulent-flow model [8]. Bubble
dispersion is modeled by solving a transport equation for the continuum gas bubble
concentration, [9] assuming that turbulent diffusivity of the gas bubble mixture is the same as
that of the fluid eddies [9]. Bubble momentum and drag are ignored, so each grid point is
assumed to have only a single “mixture” velocity.
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Without gas injection (Figure 5 a) the jet typically hits the narrow face and is directed upward
and back along the top surface towards the SEN. Maximum velocities near the center of the top
surface reach almost 0.2 m/s. With optimal argon, Figure 5 b), top surface velocities are greatly
reduced. With too much argon, the jet may bend upward to impinge first on the top surface, and
then flow along this interface towards the narrow face. Recirculation in the upper mold is then
reversed and there are no longer separate recirculation zones above and below the jet. These
changes in flow pattern may have important consequences for steel quality, discussed later in this
Chapter.

B. Effect of Electromagnetic Forces
Electromagnetic forces can be applied to alter the flow in continuous casting in several different
ways. A rotating magnetic field can be induced by passing electrical current through coils
positioned around the mold. This forces electromagnetic “stirring” of the liquid in the horizontal
plane of the strand. Alternatively, a strong DC magnetic field can be imposed through the mold
thickness, which induces eddy currents in the metal. The resulting interaction creates a “braking”
force which slows down the fluid in the flow direction perpendicular to the imposed field.
Slower flow has several potential benefits: slower, more uniform fluid velocities along the top
surface, more uniform temperature, [11] less inclusion entrapment in the solidifying shell below
the mold, [12] and the ability to separate two different liquids to cast clad steel, where the surface
has a different composition than the interior [13].
Electromagnetic phenomena are modeled by solving Maxwell’s equations and then applying the
calculated electromagnetic force field as a body force per unit volume in the steel flow
equations [14]. Significant coupling between the electromagnetic field and the flow field may
occur for DC braking, which then requires iteration between the magnetic field and flow
calculations. Idogawa and coworkers applied a decoupled model to suggest that the optimal
braking strategy was to impose a field across the entire width of the mold in two regions: above
and below the nozzle inlet [14]. Care must be taken not to slow down the flow too much, or the
result is the same as angling the ports to direct the jet too steeply downward: defects associated
with freezing the meniscus. In addition, the field also increases some velocity components,
which has been modeled to increase free surface motion in some circumstances [15].
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Others have examined the application of electromagnetic fields near the meniscus to change the
surface microstructure [16]. Finally, electromagnetic stirring both in and below the mold is
reported to reduce centerline macrosegregation [17], presumably due to the flow effects on heat
transfer and nucleation.

C. Transient Flow Behavior
Transient surges in the steel jets leaving the nozzle parts may cause asymmetric flow, leading to
sloshing or waves in the molten pool [18]. Jet oscillations are periodic and increase in violence
with casting speed, making them a particular concern for thin slab casting [19]. Huang has
shown that a sudden change in inlet velocity creates a large transient flow structure, that appears
to be a large vortex shed into the lower region of the liquid cavity [20]. Recent transient models
have reproduced periodic oscillations of the jet, even with constant inlet conditions [21]. The
consequences of nonoptimal flow, such as top surface level fluctuations are discussed next.

VII. Consequences of Fluid Flow in the Mold
The steady flow pattern in the mold is not of interest directly. However, it influences many
important phenomena, which have far-reaching consequences on strand quality. These effects
include controlling the dissipation of superheat (and temperature at the meniscus), the flow and
entrainment of the top surface powder layers, top-surface contour and level fluctuations, the
motion and entrapment of subsurface inclusions and gas bubbles. Each of these phenomena
associated with flow in the mold can lead to costly defects in the continuous-cast product [22].
Design compromises are needed to simultaneously satisfy the contradictory requirements for
avoiding each of these defects.

A. Superheat Dissipation
An important task of the flow pattern is to deliver molten steel to the meniscus region that has
enough superheat during the critical first stages of solidification. Superheat is the sensible heat
contained in the liquid represented by the difference between the steel temperature entering the
mold and the liquidus temperature.
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The dissipation of superheat has been modeled by extending the 3-D finite-difference flow model
to include heat transfer in the liquid [23]. The effective thermal conductivity of the liquid is
proportional to the effective viscosity, which depends on the turbulence parameters. The
solidification front, which forms the boundary to the liquid domain, has been treated in different
ways. Some researchers model flow and solidification as a coupled problem on a fixed grid.
However, this approach is subject to convergence difficulties and requires a fine grid to resolve
the thin porous mushy zone. In addition, properties such as permeability of this mush are
uncertain and care must be taken to avoid any improper advection of the latent heat. An
alternative approach for columnar solidification of a thin shell, such as found in the continuous
casting of steel, is to treat the boundary as a rough wall fixed at the liquidus temperature [24].
This approach has been shown to match plant measurements in the mold region, where the shell
is too thin to affect the flow significantly [23, 25, 26].
Figure 6 compares the measured temperature distribution in the mold [27] with recent
calculations using a 3-D finite-difference flow model [28]. Incorporating the effects of argon on
the flow pattern were very important in achieving the reasonable agreement observed. This
figure shows that the temperature drops almost to the liquidus by mold exit, indicating that most
of the superheat is dissipated in the mold. The hottest region along the top surface is found
midway between the SEN and narrow face. This location is directly related to the flow pattern.
The coldest regions are found at the meniscus at the top corners near the narrow face and near the
SEN.
The cold region near the meniscus is a concern because it could lead to freezing of the meniscus,
and encourage solidification of a thick slag rim. This could lead to quality problems such as
deep oscillation marks, which later initiate transverse cracks. It can also disrupt the infiltration of
liquid mold flux into the gap, which can induce longitudinal cracks and other surface defects.
The cold region near the SEN is also a concern because, in the extreme, the steel surface can
solidify to form a solid bridge between the SEN and the shell against the mold wall, which often
causes a breakout. To avoid meniscus freezing problems, flow must reach the surface quickly.
This is why flow from the nozzle should not be directed too deep.
The jet of molten steel exiting the nozzle delivers most of its superheat to the inside of the shell
solidifying against the narrow face [23]. The large temperature gradients found part-way down
the domain indicate that the maximum heat flux delivery to the inside of the solidifying shell is at
this location near mold exit. If there is good contact between the shell and the mold, then this
heat flux is inconsequential. If a gap forms between the shell and the mold, however, then the
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reduction in heat extraction can make this superheat flux sufficient to slow shell growth and even
melt it back. In the extreme, this can cause a breakout. Breakouts are most common at mold exit
just off the corners, where contact is the poorest. This problem is worse with higher flow rates
and non-uniform flow from the nozzle [23].

B. Top-Surface Shape and Level Fluctuations
The condition of the meniscus during solidification has a tremendous impact on the final quality
of the steel product. Meniscus behavior is greatly affected by the shape of the top “free” surface
of the liquid steel, and in particular, the fluctuations in its level with time. This surface actually
represents the interface between the steel and the lowest powder layer, which is molten.
If the surface waves remain stable, then the interface shape can be estimated from the pressure
distribution along the interface calculated from a simulation with a fixed boundary [29].
(surface pressure - 1 atm)
standing wave height = (steel density - flux density)g

(1)

When casting with low argon and without electromagnetics in a wide mold, the interface is
usually raised about 25 mm near the narrow face meniscus, relative to the lower interface found
near the SEN. This rise is caused by the vertical momentum of the jet traveling up the narrow
face and depends greatly on the flow pattern and flow rate. The rise in level increases as the
density difference between the fluids decreases, so water / oil models of the steel / flux system
tend to exaggerate this phenomenon. Recent models are being developed to predict the free
surface shape coupled with the fluid flow [29]. Additional equations must be solved to satisfy
the force balance, at the interface, involving the pressure in the two phases, shear forces from the
moving fluids, and the surface tension. Numerical procedures such as the Volume of Fluid
Method are used to track the arbitrary interface position.
The transient simulation of level fluctuations above a turbulent flowing liquid is difficult to
model. However, a correlation has been found between the steady kinetic energy (turbulence)
profile across the top surface and level fluctuations [20]. Figure 7 compares calculated
turbulence levels [20] along the top surface of the moving steel with measured level
fluctuations [30]. The flow calculations were performed using a steady-state, 3-D, turbulent K-ε
finite-difference model of fluid flow in the mold. The observed agreement is expected because
the kinetic energy contained in the moving fluid corresponds to the time-averaged velocity
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fluctuations, which may be converted temporarily to potential energy in the form of a rise or fall
in level.
For typical conditions, Figure 7 a), the most severe level fluctuations are found near the narrow
face, where turbulence and interface level are highest. These level fluctuations can be reduced by
directing the jet deeper and changing the flow pattern. It is interesting to note that increasing
argon injection moves the location of maximum level fluctuations (and accompanying
turbulence) towards the SEN at the central region of the mold, (0.5m away from the narrow faces
in Figure 7 b). Casting at a lower speed with a smaller mold width means that steel throughput is
less. This increases the volume fraction of argon, if the argon injection rate (liters / second) is
kept constant. It is likely that the higher argon fraction increases bubble concentration near the
SEN, where it lifts the jet, increases the interface level near the SEN, and produces the highest
level fluctuations.
Sudden fluctuations in the level of the free surface are very detrimental because they disrupt
initial solidification and can entrap mold flux in the solidifying steel, leading to surface defects in
the final product. Level fluctuations can deflect the meniscus and upset the infiltration of the
mold flux into the gap, building up a thick flux rim and leaving air gaps between the shell and the
mold. Together, this can lead to deep, nonuniform oscillation marks, surface depressions, laps,
bleeds and other defects. The thermal stress created in the tip of the solidifying shell from a
severe level fluctuation has been predicted to cause distortion of the shell, which further
contributes to surface depressions [31].

C. Top Surface Powder / Flux Layer Behavior
The flow of the steel in the upper mold greatly influences the top surface powder layers. Mold
powder is added periodically to the top surface of the steel. It sinters and melts to form a
protective liquid flux layer, which helps to trap impurities and inclusions. This liquid is drawn
into the gap between the shell and mold, where it acts as a lubricant and helps to make heat
transfer more uniform. The behavior of the powder layers is very important to steel quality and
powder composition is easy to change. It is difficult to measure or to accurately simulate with a
physical model, so is worthy of mathematical modeling.
A 3-D finite-element model of heat transfer and fluid flow has been developed of the top surface
of the continuous caster to predict the thickness and behavior of the powder and flux layers [32].
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The bottom of the model domain is the steel / flux interface. Its shape is imposed based on
measurements in an operating caster, and the shear stress along the interface is determined
through coupled calculations using the 3-D finite-difference model of flow in the steel. Uniform
consumption of flux was imposed into the gap at the bottom edges of the domain along the wide
and narrow faces. The model features temperature-dependent properties of the flux, with
enhanced viscosity in the temperature range where sintering occurs and especially in the
resolidified liquid flux, which forms the rim. Temperature throughout the flux was calculated,
including the interface between the powder and liquid flux layers.
When molten steel flows rapidly along the steel / flux interface, it induces motion in the flux
layer. If the interface velocity becomes too high, then the liquid flux can be sheared away from
the interface, become entrained in the steel jet, and be sent deep into the liquid pool to become
trapped in the solidifying shell as a harmful inclusion [1]. If the interface velocity increases
further, then the interface standing wave becomes unstable, and huge fluctuations contribute to
further problems.
The model results in Figure 8 show the calculated flux layer thickness relative to the assumed
steel profile [32]. Input flow conditions were similar to those in Figure 5 a); maximum total
powder and liquid flux thickness was 35 mm, and flux consumption was 0.6 kg/m2. The flux
layer was found to greatly reduce the steel velocity at the interface, due to its generally high
viscosity relative to the steel. However, the rapid flow of steel along the interface was calculated
to drag the liquid flux, in this case towards the SEN. This induces recirculation in the liquid flux
layer, which carries powder slowly toward the narrowface walls, opposite to the direction of steel
flow. The internal recirculation also increases convection heat transfer and melts a deeper liquid
flux layer near the SEN. The result is a steel flux interface that is almost flat.
The thickness of the beneficial liquid flux layer is observed to be highly non-uniform. It is
generally thin near the narrow face because the steel flow drags most of the liquid towards the
center. The thinnest liquid flux layer is found about 150 mm from the narrow face. In this
region, a flow separation exists where liquid flux is pulled away in both directions: toward the
narrow face gap, where it is consumed, and towards the SEN. This shortage of flux,
compounded by the higher, fluctuating steel surface contour in this region, makes defects more
likely near the narrow face for this flow pattern. This is because it is easier for a level fluctuation
to allow molten steel to touch and entrain solid powder particles. In addition, it is more difficult
for liquid flux to feed continuously into the gap. Poor flux feeding leads to air gaps, reduced,
non-uniform heat flow, thinning of the shell, and longitudinal surface cracks [30]. It is important
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to note that changing the flow pattern can change the flow in the flux layers, with corresponding
changes in defect incidence.

D. Motion and Entrapment of Inclusions and Gas Bubbles
The jets of molten steel exiting the nozzle carry inclusions and argon bubbles into the mold
cavity. If these particles circulate deep into the liquid pool and become trapped in the solidifying
shell, they lead to internal defects. Inclusions lead to cracks, slivers, and blisters in the final
rolled product [22]. Trapped argon bubbles elongate during rolling and in low-strength steel,
may expand during subsequent annealing processes to create surface blisters and “pencil
pipes” [1].
Particle trajectories can be calculated using the Langrangian particle tracking method, which
solves a transport equation for each inclusion as it travels through a previously-calculated molten
steel velocity field. The force balance on each particle can include buoyancy and drag force
relative to the steel. The effects of turbulence can be included using a “random walk”
approach [4]. A random velocity fluctuation is generated at each step, whose magnitude varies
with the local turbulent kinetic energy level. To obtain significant statistics, the trajectories of
several hundred individual particles should be calculated, using different starting points.
Inclusion size and shape distributions evolve with time, which affects their drag and flotation
velocities. Models are being developed to predict this, including the effects of collisions between
inclusions [33] and the attachment of inclusions to bubbles [3].
Particle trajectories were calculated in the above manner for continuous casting at 1 m/min
through a 10-m radius curved-mold caster [3] using FLUENT [4]. Most of the argon bubbles
circulate in the upper mold area and float out to the slag layer. This is because the flotation
velocities are very large for 0.3 - 1.0 mm bubbles. Many inclusions behave similarly, as shown
by three of the inclusions in Figure 9. Bubbles circulating in the upper recirculation region
without random turbulent motion were predicted to always eventually float out. Bubbles with
turbulent motion often touch against the solidification front. This occurs on both the inside and
outside radius with almost equal frequency, particularly near the narrow faces high in the mold,
where the shell is thin (<20mm). It is likely that only some of these bubbles stick, when there is
a solidification hook, or other feature on the solidification front to catch them. This entrapment
location does not correspond to pencil pipe defects.
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A few bubbles manage to penetrate into the lower recirculation zone. Here, a very small argon
bubble likely behaves in a similar manner to a large inclusion cluster. Specifically, a 0.15mm
bubble has a similar terminal velocity to a 208-micron solid alumina inclusion, whose trajectories
are plotted in Figure 16. These particles tend to move in large spirals within the slow lower
recirculation zones, while they float towards the inner radius of the slab. At the same time, the
bubbles are collecting inclusions, and the inclusions are colliding. When they eventually touch
the solidifying shell in this depth range, entrapment is more likely on the inside radius. This
could occur anywhere along their spiral path, which extends from roughly 1-3m below the
meniscus. This distance corresponds exactly with the observed location of pencil pipe
defects [3]. There is a slight trend that smaller bubbles are more likely to enter the lower zone to
be entrapped. However, the event is relatively rare for any bubble size, so the lack of sufficient
statistics and random turbulent motion mask this effect.
Recent work with a transient K-ε flow model [20] suggests that sudden changes to the inlet
velocity may produce transient structures in the flow that contribute to particle entrapment. After
an inlet velocity change, the large zone of recirculating fluid below the jet was modeled to
migrate downwards like a shedding vortex. The particles carried in this vortex are then
transported very deep into the liquid pool. Thus, they are more likely to become entrapped in the
solidifying shell before they float out.
To minimize the problem of particle entrapment on the inside radius, some companies have
changed their machine design from the usual curved mold design to a costly straight mold design.
Through better understanding of the fluid dynamics using models, it is hoped that alternative,
less expensive modifications to the nozzle geometry and casting conditions might be found to
solve problems such as this one.

VIII. Composition Variation During Grade Changes
The intermixing of dissimilar grades during the continuous casting of steel is a problem of
growing concern, as the demand for longer casting sequences increases at the same time as the
range of products widens. Steel producers need to optimize casting conditions and grade
sequences to minimize the amount of steel downgraded or scrapped. In addition, the
unintentional sale of intermixed product must be avoided. To do this requires knowledge of the
location and extent of the intermixed region and how it is affected by grade specifications and
casting conditions.
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A 1-D, transient mathematical model, MIX1D, has been developed to simulate the final
composition distributions produced within continuous-cast slabs and blooms during an arbitrary
grade transition [34]. The model is fully transient and consists of three submodels, that account
for mixing in the tundish, mixing in the liquid core of the strand, and solidification. The three
submodels have been incorporated into a user-friendly FORTRAN program that runs on a
personal computer in a few seconds.
Figure 10 shows example composition distributions calculated using the model. All
compositions range between the old grade concentration of 0 and the new grade concentration of
1. This dimensionless concept is useful because alloying elements intermix essentially
equally [35]. This is because the turbulent mass diffusion coefficient, which does not depend on
the element, is about 5 orders of magnitude larger than the laminar diffusion coefficient.
To ensure that the MIX1D model can accurately predict composition distribution during
intermixing, extensive verification and calibration has been undertaken for each submodel [36].
The tundish submodel must be calibrated to match chemical analysis of steel samples taken from
the mold in the nozzle port exit streams, or with tracer studies using full-scale water models.
Figure 10 a) shows an example result for a small (10 tonne) tundish operation. The strand
submodel was first calibrated to match results from a full 3-D finite-difference flow model,
where an additional 3-D transport equation was solved for transient species diffusion [35].
Figure 10 b) shows reasonable agreement between the 3-D model and the simplified 1-D
diffusion model. Figure 10 b) also compares the MIX1D model predictions with composition
measurements in the final slab, corresponding to the tundish conditions in Figure 10 a). The
predictions are seen to match reasonably well for all cases. This is significant because there are
no parameters remaining to adjust in the strand submodel.
The results in Figure 10 b) clearly show the important difference between centerline and surface
composition. New grade penetrates deeply into the liquid cavity and contaminates the old grade
along the centerline. Old grade lingers in the tundish and mold cavity to contaminate the surface
composition of the new grade. This difference is particularly evident in small tundish, thickmold operations, where mixing in the strand is dominant.
The MIX1D model has been enhanced to act as an on-line tool by outputting the critical distances
which define the length of intermixed steel product which falls outside the given composition
specifications for the old and new grades. This model is currently in use at several steel
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companies. In addition, it has been applied to perform parametric studies to evaluate the relative
effects on the amount of intermixed steel for different intermixing operations [34] and for
different operating conditions using a standard ladle-exchange operation [36].

IX. Solidification and Mold Heat Transfer
Heat transfer in the mold region of a continuous caster is controlled primarily by heat conduction
across the interface between the mold the solidifying steel shell. Over most of the wide face in
the mold, the interface consists of thin solid and liquid layers of mold flux of varying
thicknesses. Heat transfer is determined greatly by the factors that control these thicknesses,
(such as feeding events at the meniscus, flux viscosity, strength, and shell surface uniformity),
the thermal conduction and radiation properties of the mold flux layers, and the contact
resistances.
Many models have been developed to predict shell solidification in continuous casting. One such
model, CON1D, couples a 1-D transient solidification model of the shell with a 2-D steady-state
heat conduction model of the mold. It features a detailed treatment of the interface, including
heat, mass, and momentum balances on the flux in the gap and the effect of oscillation marks on
heat flow and flux consumption [37, 38]. Axial heat conduction can be ignored in models of steel
continuous casting because it is small relative to axial advection, as indicated by the small Peclet
number (casting-speed multiplied by shell thickness divided by thermal diffusivity).
Typical boundary conditions acting on the shell in the mold region are presented in Figure 11.
Heat transfer to the gap is greatest at the meniscus, where the shell is thin and its thermal
resistance is small. Delivery of superheat from the liquid is greatest near mold exit, where the
hot turbulent jet of molten steel impinges on the solidification front. The model incorporates the
superheat effect using a data base of heat flux results calculated from the turbulent fluid flow
model of the liquid pool [23].
Figure 12 schematically shows the temperature and velocity distributions that arise across the
interface [37]. The steep temperature gradients are roughly linear across each layer. Liquid flux
attached to the strand, including flux trapped in the oscillation marks, moves downward at the
casting speed. Solid flux is attached to the mold wall at the top. Lower down, it creeps along
intermittently. For simplicity, the model assumes a constant average downward velocity of the
solid flux, calibrated to be 10 - 20% of the casting speed.
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This modeling tool can predict thermal behavior in the mold region of a caster as a function of
design and operating variables, after calibration with mold thermocouple and breakout shell
measurements from a given caster [39]. In addition to temperatures, the CON1D model also
predicts important phenomena, such as the thicknesses of the solid and liquid flux layers in the
gap. The complete freezing of the liquid powder in the interfacial gap generates friction and
increases the likelihood of transverse crack formation. So long as a liquid slag film is present in
contact with the steel shell, hydrodynamic friction forces remain fairly low, and a sound shell is
more likely.
One example application of this model is the interpretation of thermocouple signals which are
routinely monitored in the mold walls. Measured temperature fluctuations in the mold walls are
already useful in the prediction and prevention of breakouts [40]. If better understood, patterns
in the temperature signals might also be used to predict surface quality problems, which would
ease the burden of surface inspection [41].
Towards this goal, the model was calibrated with thermocouple data and applied to predict shell
thickness [42]. Then, the effect of local variations in oscillation mark depth were modeled using
the same interface parameters [26]. Predictions for a section of shell with deep surface
depressions are shown in Figure 13. The four oscillation marks in this section of shell are seen to
be very wide and deep, with areas of 1.1 - 2.5 mm2. Even filled with flux, they significantly
reduce the local shell growth. Temperatures at the oscillation mark roots are predicted to
increase significantly. The resulting decrease in shell thickness, relative to that predicted with no
oscillation marks, is predicted to range from 0.5 to 0.9 mm over this section (6% maximum loss).
These predictions almost exactly match measurements from the breakout shell, as shown in
Figure 17. This match is significant because the model calibration was performed for a different
average oscillation mark depth and did not consider local variations. It suggests that oscillation
marks are indeed filled with flux, at least in this case. The drop in heat flux that accompanies
each depression causes a corresponding drop in mold temperature as it passes by a given
thermocouple location. Such a temperature disturbance displaced in time at several different
thermocouples indicates the presence of a surface depression moving down the mold at the
casting speed [43].

X. Thermal Mechanical Behavior of the Mold
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Thermal distortion of the mold during operation is important to residual stress, residual
distortion, fatigue cracks, and mold life. By affecting the internal geometry of the mold cavity, it
is also important to heat transfer to the solidifying shell. To study thermal distortion of the mold,
a 3-D finite element model with an elastic-plastic-creep constitutive model has been
developed [44] using ABAQUS. In order to match the measured distortion, [44] the model had
to incorporate all of the complex geometric features of the mold, including the four copper plates
with their water slots, reinforced steel water box assemblies, and tightened bolts. Ferrostatic
pressure pushes against the inside of the copper, but was found to have a negligible influence on
mold distortion [44]. This pressure is balanced by mold clamping forces on the eight points
joining the water chambers to the rigid steel frame. Its four-piece construction makes the slab
mold behave very differently from single-piece bloom or billet molds, which have also been
studied using thermal stress models [45].
Figure 14 illustrates typical temperature contours and the displaced shape calculated in one
quarter of the mold under steady operating conditions [44]. The hot exterior of each copper plate
attempts to expand, but is constrained by its colder interior and the cold, stiff, steel water jacket.
This makes each plate bend in towards the solidifying steel. Maximum inward distortions of
more than one millimeter are predicted just above the center of the mold faces, and below the
location of highest temperature, which is found just below the meniscus.
The narrow face is free to rotate away from the wide face and contact only along a thin vertical
line at the front corner of the hot face. This hot edge must transmit all of the clamping forces, so
is prone to accelerated wear and crushing, especially during automatic width changes. If steel
enters the gaps formed by this mechanism, this can lead to finning defects or even a sticker
breakout. In addition, the widefaces may be gouged, leading to longitudinal cracks and other
surface defects [44].
The high compressive stress due to constrained thermal expansion induces creep in the hot
exterior of the copper plates which face the steel. This relaxes the stresses during operation, but
allows residual tensile stress to develop during cooling. Over time, these cyclic thermal stresses
and creep build up significant distortion of the mold plates. This can contribute greatly to
remachining requirements and reduced mold life. A copper alloy with higher creep resistance is
less prone to this problem. Under adverse conditions, this stress could lead to catastrophic
fatigue fracture of the copper plates, when stress concentration initiates cracks at the water slot
roots. Finally, the distortion predictions are important for heat transfer and behavior of the shell
in the mold. This is because the distortion is on the same order as the shell shrinkage and
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interfacial gap sizes. It should be taken into account when designing mold taper to avoid
detrimental air gap formation.
The model has been applied to investigate these practical concerns by performing quantitative
parametric studies on the effect of different process and mold design variables on mold
temperature, distortion, creep and residual stress [44]. This type of stress model application will
become more important in the future to optimize the design of the new molds being developed
for continuous thin-slab and strip casting. For example, thermal distortion of the rolls during
operation of a twin-roll strip caster is on the same order as the section thickness of the steel
product.

XI. Thermal Mechanical Behavior of the Shell
The steel shell is prone to a variety of distortion and crack problems, owing to its creep at
elevated temperature, combined with metallurgical embrittlement and thermal stress. To
investigate these problems, a transient, thermal-elastic-viscoplastic finite-element model,
CON2D, [46] has been developed to simulate thermal and mechanical behavior of the solidifying
steel shell during continuous casting in the mold region [42]. This model tracks the behavior of a
two-dimensional slice through the strand as it moves downward at the casting speed through the
mold and upper spray zones. The 2-D nature of this modeling procedure makes the model
ideally suited to simulate phenomena such as longitudinal cracks and depressions, when
simulating a horizontal section [47]. A vertical section domain can be applied to simulate
transverse phenomena [31].
The model consists of separate finite-element models of heat flow and stress generation that are
step-wise coupled through the size of the interfacial gap. The heat flow model solves the 2-D
transient energy equation, using a fixed Lagrangian grid of 3-node triangles. The interface heat
flow parameters (including properties and thickness profiles of the solid and liquid mold flux
layers in the gap) are chosen by calibrating the CON1D with plant measurements down the wide
face, where ferrostatic pressure prevents air gap formation. The 1-D results are extrapolated
around the mold perimeter by adding an air gap, which depends on the amount of shrinkage of
the steel shell. The gap thickness is recalculated at each location and time, knowing the position
of the strand surface (calculated by the stress model at the previous time step), and the position of
the mold wall at that location and time.
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Starting with stress-free liquid at the meniscus, the stress model calculates the evolution of
stresses, strains, and displacements, by interpolating the thermal loads onto a fixed-grid mesh of
6-node triangles [48]. The loads are calculated from the heat transfer model results, and arise
from both thermal and phase transformation strains. The out-of-plane z stress state is
characterized by the "generalized-plane-strain" condition, which constrains the shell section to
remain planar while it cools and contracts in the z direction. This allows the 2-D model to
reasonably estimate the complete 3-D stress state, for the thin shells of interest in this work.
The stress calculation incorporates a temperature-dependent elastic modulus and temperature-,
strain-rate-, composition-, and stress-state- dependent plastic flow due to high-temperature
plastic creep. The elastic-viscoplastic constitutive equations (model III) developed by Kozlowski
et al. [49] are used to describe the unified inelastic behavior of the shell at the high temperatures,
low strains and low strain rates, important for continuous casting. The equations reproduce both
the tensile test data measured by Wray [50] and creep curves from Suzuki et al [51] for austenite.
They have been extended to model the enhanced creep rate in delta-ferrite, by matching
measurements from Wray [52].
These constitutive equations are integrated using a new two-level algorithm, [53] which
alternates between solutions at the local node point and the global system equations. The effects
of volume changes due to temperature changes and phase transformations are included using a
temperature- and grade-dependent thermal-linear-expansion function.
Intermittent contact between the shell and the mold is incorporated by imposing spring elements
to restrain penetration of the shell into the mold. The shape of the rigid boundary of the watercooled copper mold is imposed from a database of results obtained from a separate 3-D
calculation of thermal distortion of the mold [54]. To extend model simulations below the mold,
the shell is allowed to bulge outward only up to a maximum displacement, whose axial (z)
profile is specified.
The thermal-mechanical model has been validated using analytical solutions, which is reported
elsewhere [53]. The model was next compared with measurements of a breakout shell from an
operating slab caster. An example of the predicted temperature contours and distorted shape of a
region near the corner are compared in Figure 15. The interface heat flow parameters (including
thickness profile of the solid and liquid mold flux layers) were calibrated using thermocouple
measurements down the centerline of the wideface for typical conditions [42]. Thus, good
agreement was expected and found in the region of good contact along the wideface, where
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calibration was done. Around the perimeter, significant variation in shell thickness was
predicted, due to air gap formation and non-uniform superheat dissipation.
Near the corner along the narrow face, steel shrinkage is seen to exceed the mold taper, which
was insufficient. Thus, an air gap is predicted. This air gap lowers heat extraction from the shell
in the off-corner region of the narrow face, where heat flow is one-dimensional. When combined
with high superheat delivery from the bifurcated nozzle directed at this location, the shell growth
is greatly reduced locally. Just below the mold, this thin region along the off-corner narrow-face
shell caused the breakout.
Near the center of the narrow face, creep of the shell under ferrostatic pressure from the liquid is
seen to maintain contact with the mold, so much less thinning is observed. The surprisingly
close match with measurements all around the mold perimeter tends to validate the features and
assumptions of the model. It also illustrates the tremendous effect that superheat has on slowing
shell growth, if (and only if!) there is a gap present, which lowers heat flow.
This model has been applied to predict ideal mold taper, [55] to prevent breakouts such as the
one discussed here [56] and to understand the cause of other problems such as off-corner surface
depressions and longitudinal cracks in slabs [25].

A. Longitudinal Surface depressions
One of the quality problems which can affect any steel grade is the formation of longitudinal
surface depressions, 2 to 8 mm deep, just off the corners along the wide faces of conventionallycast slabs. These “gutters” are usually accompanied by longitudinal subsurface cracks and by
bulging along the narrow face. Gutters are a costly problem for 304 stainless steel slabs, because
the surface must be ground flat in order to avoid slivers and other defects after subsequent
reheating and rolling operations.
Simulations were performed for a 203 x 914 mm stainless steel strand cast through a 810 mm
long mold at 16.9 mm/s with 25 ˚C superheat, and no wide face taper [25]. Results in the mold
revealed that away from the corners, ferrostatic pressure maintains good contact between the
shell and the mold walls. However, “hot spots” are predicted to develop on the off-corner
regions of the shell surface in the mold, as shown in both Figure 15 (narrow face) and in Figure
16 (wide face).
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The hot spot on the wide face is predicted in Figure 16 to reach several hundred degrees in
extreme cases, and has been reported previously. [57, 58] It may arise in several different ways.
The typical lack of taper on the wide face creates an inherent tendency to form a gap between the
shell and mold wide face in the off-corner region. Thermal distortion tends to bend the mold
walls away from the shell [44]. Insufficient taper of the narrow face mold walls may cause the
solidified corner to rotate inside the mold, lifting the shell slightly away from the off-corner mold
wall [59]. Finally, excessive taper of the narrow face mold walls may compress the wide face
shell, causing it to buckle at its weakest point: the thin shell at the off-corner region [59]. With
large enough taper, this mechanism alone could create gutters, entirely within the mold [59, 60].
Although a thin (about 0.2 mm) gap may form in several different ways, it becomes critical only
if it is filled with air. This can happen if the mold flux solidifies completely part way down the
mold. It is even more likely when there are problems with flux feeding at the meniscus. Thus,
mold flow issues, discussed earlier, can contribute to the hot spots. The accompanying lack of
heat flow causes thinning of the shell, which is compounded by the high superheat delivered to
the inside of the shell by the impinging jet in this region. The thinner shell in the off-corner
region is the critical step needed to cause bending of the shell below the mold, leading to offcorner depressions.
Continuing the model simulations below the mold revealed how longitudinal off-corner
depressions form when the shell at the off-corner region was thin at mold exit. Figure 16 shows
the steps that occur below the mold, assuming uniform narrow-face growth, achieved from a high
1.35%/m narrow-face taper. No depression is predicted at mold exit (0.8m below meniscus). In
order to observe the effect of the bulging over only two roll spacings, the specified bulging
displacements (3 mm maximum) were much larger than those normally encountered (less than
0.5 mm).
Bulging between mold exit and the first support roll (reaching a first maximum peak at 0.90m
below the meniscus) causes the weak off-corner region to bend and curve away from the cold,
rigid corner. Then, passing beneath the first support roll (0.96m) bends the wide face back into
alignment with the corner. Due to permanent creep strain, the curvature remains, in the form of a
longitudinal depression. At the same time, the rotation of the rigid corner causes the narrow face
to bend outward, which is observed in practice [25]. High subsurface tension is generated
beneath the depression, leading to subsurface cracks in crack-sensitive steel grades.
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The maximum depth of the calculated gutter after the first roll is 2 mm, growing to 3 mm at the
second roll. The calculated shape corresponds to the location of the thin spot. It roughly
matches the observed surface profile, as seen in Figure 17. Passing beneath each subsequent
support roll causes the depression to deepen, but by lessening amounts. This continues for
several more rolls, until solidification evens out the shell thickness, and the shell becomes strong
enough to avoid further permanent curvature.
Other model simulations that assumed uniform heat transfer and shell growth along the wide face
prior to mold exit never produced any longitudinal depressions. This suggests that solutions to
the problem should focus on achieving uniform heat transfer in the mold, even though the
depressions mainly form below the mold. Ensuring adequate spray cooling and proper alignment
and minimum spacing of rolls to minimize the bulging below the mold is also beneficial. The
effect of important casting variables on longitudinal depressions and solutions to the problem
that have been achieved in practice are explained in the light of this mechanism [25].

B. Crack prediction
Continuous-cast steel is subject to a variety of different surface and subsurface cracks. Using a
thermal stress model to investigate crack formation requires a valid fracture criterion, linking the
calculated mechanical behavior with the microstructural phenomena that control crack initiation
and propagation. The task is difficult because crack formation depends on phenomena not
included in a stress model, such as microstructure, grain size and segregation. Thus, experiments
are needed to determine the fracture criteria empirically.
Many of the cracks that occur during solidification are hot tears. These cracks grow between
dendrites when tensile stress is imposed across barely-solidified grains while a thin film of liquid
metal still coats them. Very small strains can start hot tears when the liquid film is not thick
enough to permit feeding of surrounding liquid through the secondary dendrite arms to fill the
gaps. Long, thin, columnar grains and alloys with a wide freezing range are naturally most
susceptible. The phenomenon is worsened by microsegregation of impurities to the grain
boundaries, which lowers the solidus temperature locally and complicates the calculations.
Crack formation in the shell is being investigated using the CON2D thermal stress model [61].
Figure 18 presents sample distributions of temperature, stress, and strain through the thickness of
the shell, for a 0.1%C steel after 5s of solidification below the meniscus. To minimize numerical
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errors, a very fine, graded mesh was required, including 201 nodes per row across the 20 mmthick domain. The time step increases from 0.001s initially to 0.005s at 1s.
The temperature profile is almost linear across the 6-mm thick shell in Figure 18 a), with a
mushy zone (liquid and delta-ferrite) that is 1.4 mm thick (33 ˚C). The stress profile shows that
the slab surface is in compression. This is because, in the absence of friction with the mold, the
surface layer solidifies and cools stress free. As each inner layer solidifies, it cools and tries to
shrink, while the surface temperature remains relatively constant. The slab is constrained to
remain planar, so complementary subsurface tension and surface compression stresses are
produced. To maintain force equilibrium, note that the average stress through the shell thickness
is zero. It is significant that the maximum tensile stress of about 4 MPa is found near the
solidification front. This generic subsurface tensile stress is responsible for hot tear cracks, when
accompanied by metallurgical embrittlement.
Although it has no effect on stress, the model tracks strain in the liquid. When liquid is present,
fluid flow is assumed to occur in order to exactly match the shrinkage. A finite element is treated
as liquid in this model when any node in the element is above the specified coherency
temperature (set to the solidus). These liquid elements are set to have no elastic strain, and
consequently develop no stress. The difference between the total strain and thermal strain in
liquid elements is assumed to be made up by a “flow strain”. This method allows easy tracking
of various fracture criteria. For example, a large flow strain when the solid fraction is high
indicates high cracking potential. It is also needed for future macrosegregation calculations.
Typical strain distributions are shown in Figure 18 b) for 0.1%C steel. At the surface, the
inelastic and elastic strains are relatively small, so the total strain matches the thermal strain
accumulated in the solid. Ideal taper calculations can therefore be crudely estimated based solely
on the temperature of the surface. At the solidification front, liquid contraction exceeds solid
shell shrinkage, causing flow into the mushy zone. It may be significant that 0.1% inelastic
strain is accumulated in the solid during the δ to γ transformation. This occurs within the critical
temperature range 20-60 ˚C below the solidus, where segregation can embrittle the grain
boundaries, liquid feeding is difficult, and strain can concentrate in the thin liquid films.
However, the model predictions are less than the measured values needed to form cracks using
either critical stress [62], or critical strain [63] criteria. Thus, other unmodeled phenomena are
surely important.
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Longitudinal surface cracks might initiate within 1 second of the meniscus if the shell sticks to
the mold. After this time, the shell is able to withstand the ferrostatic pressure and should
contract to break away any sticking forces. This creates non-uniform surface roughness,
however, which leads to local variations in heat transfer and shell growth rate. Strain
concentrates in the hotter, thinner shell at the low heat flux regions. Strain localization may
occur on both the small scale (when residual elements segregate to the grain boundaries) and on a
larger scale (within surface depressions or hot spots). Later sources of tensile stress (including
constraint due to sticking, unsteady cooling below the mold, bulging, and withdrawal) worsen
strain concentration and promote crack growth. Further work is needed to investigate these
phenomena.

XII. Future Frontiers
This paper has shown several examples of the application of mathematical models to quantifying
and understanding the mechanisms of defect formation during the continuous casting of steel
slabs. Significant gains have been made in recent years. Despite the sophistication of existing
models, much more work is needed to quantify, incorporate, and simplify the key phenomena
into better models before the use of mathematical modeling tools to design process
improvements reaches its full potential and usefulness.
The emerging continuous casting processes, such as thin slab and strip casting, present several
special challenges, which offer opportunities for the application of modeling tools. Reducing the
strand thickness from 8 inches to 2-4 inches requires higher casting speeds, if productivity is to
be matched. When combined with the thinner mold, these processes are more prone to the fluid
flow problems discussed in this chapter. Thinner product (with more surface) puts more demand
on solving surface quality problems. Mold distortion is a greater concern, both because it is
relatively larger for the thinner product, and because mold life is more critical for the expensive
molds needed in these processes. The integration of casting and deformation processing together
requires better understanding of the interaction between microstructure, properties, and
processing. Conventional slab casting has had three decades of development and is still not
perfected. For these new processes to thrive, the learning curve towards process optimization to
produce quality steel needs to be shorter [64].
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As computer hardware and software continue to improve, mathematical models will grow in
importance as tools to meet these challenges. By striving towards more comprehensive
mechanistic models, better understanding and process improvements may be possible.
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Figure Caption List
Fig. 1.

Schematic of steel continuous casting process

Fig. 2.

Schematic of phenomena in the mold region

Fig. 3.

Flow pattern in nozzle with slide gate [3]
a) Velocities with 10% volume fraction argon injection
b) Gas fraction (lighter areas have more argon)

Fig. 4.

Flow pattern in SEN with 15˚ up-angled nozzle ports [7]
a) Closeup of 3-D velocities near port
b) View looking into port showing swirl

Fig. 5.

Flow pattern in slab casting mold showing effect of argon gas on top surface velocities [28]
a) without gas
b) with gas

Fig. 6

Superheat temperature distribution in mold [28] compared with measurements [27]

Fig. 7.

Comparison between calculated turbulent kinetic energy and measured level
fluctuations [20]
a) Low argon fraction (high throughput)
b) High argon fraction (low throughput)

Fig. 8.

Comparison of measured and predicted melt-interface positions [32]

Fig. 9

Sample trajectories of five 208-micron solid alumina inclusion particles [3]

Fig. 10

Predicted intermixing during a grade change compared with experiments [34]
a) Composition history exiting tundish into mold
b) Composition distribution in final solid slab

Fig. 11

Typical isotherms and boundary conditions calculated on shell solidifying in mold [65]

Fig. 12

Velocity and temperature profiles across interfacial gap layers (no air gap) [38]

Fig. 13

Comparison of predicted and measured shell thickness with oscillation mark profile
and surface temperatures for large, flux-filled oscillation marks [26]

Fig. 14

Distorted mold shape during operation (50X magnification) with temperature
contours (˚C) [44]

Fig. 15

Comparison between predicted and measured shell thickness in a horizontal (x-y)
section through the corner of a continuous-cast steel breakout shell [42]
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Fig. 16

Calculated evolution of shape of shell below mold (to scale) with isotherms (˚C)
[25]

Fig. 17

Comparison of calculated and measured surface shape profile across wideface,
showing gutter [25]

Fig. 18

Typical Temperature, Stress, and Strain distributions through shell thickness [61]
a) stress and temperature profiles
b) strain components
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Figure Caption List
Fig. 1.

Schematic of steel continuous casting process

Fig. 2.

Schematic of phenomena in the mold region

Fig. 3.

Flow pattern in nozzle with slide gate [3]
a) Velocities with 10% volume fraction argon injection
b) Gas fraction (lighter areas have more argon)

Fig. 4.

Flow pattern in SEN with 15˚ up-angled nozzle ports [7]
a) Closeup of 3-D velocities near port
b) View looking into port showing swirl

Fig. 5.

Flow pattern in slab casting mold showing effect of argon gas on top surface velocities
[28]
a) without gas
b) with gas

Fig. 6

Superheat temperature distribution in mold [28] compared with measurements [27]

Fig. 7.

Comparison between calculated turbulent kinetic energy and measured level
fluctuations [20]
a) Low argon fraction (high throughput)
b) High argon fraction (low throughput)

Fig. 8.

Comparison of measured and predicted melt-interface positions [32]

Fig. 9

Sample trajectories of five 208-micron solid alumina inclusion particles [3]

Fig. 10

Predicted intermixing during a grade change compared with experiments [34]
a) Composition history exiting tundish into mold
b) Composition distribution in final solid slab

Fig. 11

Typical isotherms and boundary conditions calculated on shell solidifying in mold
[65]

Fig. 12

Velocity and temperature profiles across interfacial gap layers (no air gap) [38]

Fig. 13

Comparison of predicted and measured shell thickness with oscillation mark profile
and surface temperatures for large, flux-filled oscillation marks [26]

Fig. 14

Distorted mold shape during operation (50X magnification) with temperature
contours (˚C) [44]

Fig. 15

Comparison between predicted and measured shell thickness in a horizontal (x-y)
section through the corner of a continuous-cast steel breakout shell [42]
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Fig. 16

Calculated evolution of shape of shell below mold (to scale) with isotherms (˚C)
[25]

Fig. 17

Comparison of calculated and measured surface shape profile across wideface,
showing gutter [25]

Fig. 18

Typical Temperature, Stress, and Strain distributions through shell thickness [61]
a) stress and temperature profiles
b) strain components
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Schematic of steel continuous casting process
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a)
Fig. 3.

b)

Flow pattern in nozzle with slide gate
a) Velocities with 10% volume fraction argon injection
b) Gas fraction (lighter areas have more argon)
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Fig. 4.

a)
b)
Flow pattern in SEN with 15˚ up-angled nozzle ports
a) Closeup of 3-D velocities near port
b) View looking into port showing swirl
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a)
Fig. 5.

Without Gas

b)

With Gas

Flow pattern in slab casting mold showing effect of argon gas on top surface velocities
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Fig. 6

Superheat temperature distribution in mold
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a)

Low argon fraction (high throughput)

b)

High argon fraction (low throughput)

Figure 7. Comparison between calculated turbulent energy and measured level fluctuations
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Fig. 8.

Comparison of measured and predicted melt-interface positions
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Fig. 9

Sample trajectories of five 208-micron solid alumina inclusion particles
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Fig. 10 Predicted intermixing during a grade change compared with experiments
a) Composition history exiting tundish into mold
b) Composition distribution in final solid slab
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Fig. 11 - Typical isotherms and boundary conditions calculated on shell solidifying in mold
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Fig. 14 -

Distorted mold shape during operation with temperature contours (˚C)
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Fig. 15 Comparison between predicted and measured shell thickness in a horizontal (x-y) section through
the corner of a continuous-cast steel breakout shell
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Fig. 16

Calculated evolution of shape of shell below mold (to scale) with isotherms (˚C)
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Fig. 17

Comparison of calculated and measured surface shape profile across wideface,
showing gutter
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Typical Temperature, Stress, and Strain distributions through shell thickness [61]
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strain components

